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1. Introduction
1.1

Purpose

This guideline directs the process to be followed, as well as the items that need to be considered in determining
selection and sizing of substation sites, washdown sites and easements for transmission lines.
Land assets need to support Powerlink’s network requirements at the lowest long term cost. Due to the wide
variation in land usage, demand and cost it is not practical to set rigid process that will always apply to the
selection and sizing of land assets. There is no attempt to specify the weighting and importance of each of the
items as this will vary from case to case depending on site constraints, long term costs and construction costs.
Site constraints should also be considered when determining the technology, the layout and the configuration of
the works.
Communication sites are considered out of scope for this document as the preference is to co-locate with others
where possible.

1.2

Scope

The requirements of this guideline apply to the selection of sites for new substations and washdowns, and
easements for transmission lines.

1.3

Defined terms

Terms

Definition

Easements

Legally secured on title, while allowing other compatible landuse to occur

Substation Site

Legally secured land parcel with suitable buffer zones

Washdown

A designated cleandown area that is monitored periodically

1.4

Monitoring and compliance

Monitoring and compliance will occur at handover. Non-conformances will be considered on a risk basis.
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1.5

Risk management

The following risk assessment has been completed to summarise issues that can arise from incorrect site
selection.
Technical Issues Related
Hazards

Risk

Risk Controls (minimum requirements)

Construction and maintenance
costs are impacted from site
selection

Significant

The site places constraints on construction and
maintenance delivery, resulting in efficiencies.

Ground access not available to
transmission line or site

Moderate

Documented processes; land asset audits; land
inspections; exception reporting; and condition
based maintenance.

Spread of biosecurity threats
through Powerlink’s activities

Significant

Documented processes; investments in joint
control measures and washdown facilities; land
asset audits; actively engaged with biosecurity
management stakeholders; land inspections;
condition based maintenance; vehicle hygiene
practices; and exception reporting.

High fire fuel loads are present,
resulting in a network event

Moderate

Documented processes; investments in joint
control measures; actively engaged with fire risk
management stakeholders; monitoring active
fires; land inspections; and mapping of known risk
areas.

Performance Related Hazard

Risk

Risk Controls (minimum requirements)

Property owner withholds access to
land asset

Moderate

Documented processes, including land access
protocols; and exception reporting

Constraints are not documented
into corporate systems, resulting in
non-conformance or lock out

Moderate

Documented processes, including land access
protocols; and exception reporting

Weeds are spread as a result of
poor location of washdown

Low

Preference to locate on Powerlink controlled land
at substations or site offices

Noise complaints occur due to
insufficient buffer zones

Low

Landuse is considered with site selection and
complaints are investigated

Pollution event occurs due to
insufficient buffer zones

Significant

Containment systems are installed. Proximity to
waterways is considered in risk management.

Associated Hazards

Risk

Risk Controls (minimum requirements)

Landholder outrage from site
selection

Significant

Documented processes; control measures in
place; landholder engagement; and assess risks
associated with activities and site conditions.

Damage to Electrical infrastructure
from machinery owned by a
landholder or contractor

Moderate

Consideration of landuse; documented processes;
easement agreements; and contract terms and
conditions.

Illegal access to corridors by third
party

Moderate

Documented processes; easement agreements;
and contract terms and conditions.
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2. Guideline
Considerations for site selection can vary between substations, washdowns and easements. The following
sections provide guidance on considerations.

2.1

Substation Sites

The following aspects need to be considered when selecting substation sites:
•

The network need for a new or extended substation site to be acquired for network development or
customer connection. This may involve consultation with Distribution Network Service Providers
(DNSPs), generators or network customers.

•

The ultimate line diagram for the substation and a general location for the site.

•

A preferred switching configuration is determined.

•

Any specific site requirements are identified and incorporated into the ultimate development (including
any shared usage requirements).

•

Electrical safety (e.g. clearances, earth potential rise and transferred potential), Health (e.g. amenities
and noise), public safety, risk from external influences (e.g. bushfire and surrounding landuse) and risk
of causing environmental harm (e.g. oil containment, retaining contamination on site and weeds).

•

A dimensioned layout of the future substation is developed taking the ultimate development into
account.

•

The footprint should be based on air insulated switchgear (AIS) technology, however, where land costs
or physical constraints are significant, consideration should be given to alternative technologies such as
gas insulated switchgear (GIS) to reduce the footprint size. Wherever practical, allowance should be
made for additional land for rebuilding electrical assets at the end of life on, or adjacent to, the site.

•

Site options are considered and evaluated in relation to site requirements. A report is prepared to
document findings.

•

Site security considerations, including vegetation (see Appendix A-1)

•

Site options and feasibility are to be reviewed by the Manager Asset Strategies.

•

Scope, timing and estimated cost for acquisition of the selected new site option is determined.

•

Site acquisition commences once approval is given.

2.2

Washdown Sites

Washdown sites may be required to enable efficient construction and maintenance of network assets. These
need to consider the following aspects:
•

Availability of other washdown facilities;

•

The acceptance of the washdown facility by the broader community;

•

The risks the washdown will mitigate;

•

The use and maintenance of the washdown;

•

Landownership of the washdown;

•

Other potential users of the washdown;

•

Washdown standard drawings (Appendix B-1 to B-4);

•

Drainage, including overland flows; and

•

Safety and environmental factors.
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The preference is to have washdown facilities at strategic locations (e.g. substations and site offices) to assist
with security and maintenance.

2.3

Easements

Easements for transmission lines will consider a balance of social, environment and economic factors.
Easements widths that are recommended for associated built assets:
•

Fibre cables buried: 3m either side (6m total)

•

Fibre cables overhead: 5m either side of structures (10m total)

•

<132kV overhead: 15m either side of centre line (30m total)

•

<132kV underground: 5m either side (10m total)

•

132kV overhead: 20m either side of centre line (40m total)

•

132kV underground: 6m either side (12m total)

•

275kV overhead: 30m either side of the centre line (60m total)

•

275kV underground: 10m either side (20m total)

•

330kV overhead: 35m either side of the centre line (70m total)

•

330kV underground: 12m either side (24m total)

Actual easement widths may vary depending on specific circumstances.
Easement selection should consider the vegetation general arrangement (Appendix A-2) and the objective to
remove incompatible species, rather than prune them. Retaining incompatible species can add to network and
safety risks, which should be reduced as low as practicable through the site selection process.

3. Considerations
Generally, site selection is inevitably a compromise with many competing factors to be considered. The
following items need to be taken into consideration in determining the suitability and size of the land assets.

3.1

General Location

The general area in which a network asset is to be located is dictated by load location, environmental factors,
customer requirements, access and transmission line arrangements for the connection to the grid.

3.2

Development

Site selection needs to allow for the maximum anticipated development, including ongoing maintenance
requirements. In general the size and dimensions of the land assets will vary depending on the network asset
requirements, including substations, washdowns and transmission lines.
The site size should be adequate to allow for the ultimate development plus an area for an adjacent rebuild. In
constrained locations there may need to be several iterations between the designers and the site selectors to
reach agreement on the area, its shape and the technology to be employed.

3.3

Physical

Specific consideration needs to be taken of physical and topographical impacts such as;
•

soil type (from a resistivity point of view – minimum requirements for step and touch potential need to
be met);

•

potential for flooding (typically designed for 1 in 200 year flood event);

•

water courses or freshwater/marine environment on or adjacent to the site;
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•

adequate drainage and area for control of storm water runoff and potential soil erosion and sediment
control;

•

rocky and uneven terrain;

•

extent of earthworks;

•

the entry and exit requirements for transmission lines and their terminal towers;

•

access to the assets; and

•

proximity to other landuse, especially residential areas.

For some activities (e.g. soil and sedimentation control and temporary construction buildings), temporary access
agreements for adjacent land use should also be considered where practical.

3.4

Surrounding Land Usage

Surrounding land usage impacts site size and selection both from the impact of the network asset on the
surroundings and the impact of the surrounding land use on the network assets (e.g. pollution levels and site
security). Sites in residential or environmentally sensitive areas may require additional consideration for buffer
zones, landscaping and screening and noise. Sites in industrial areas may need to allow for higher levels of
pollution. Powerlink also needs to consider its corporate responsibility by minimising land requirements in areas
zoned as urban, residential or having high agricultural importance.

3.5

Accessibility

The site accessibility needs to be adequate for the following:
•

Substation sites require “all-weather” road access for maintenance as well as access for heavy
machinery for construction, augmentation and major refurbishment. Sites with large transformers
require public road infrastructure to be capable of handling large transformer transport vehicles and
loads.

•

Gravel entry and exit points from the washdown should extend for at least 50m and have drainage that
ensure water does not pond on the access.

•

For line entry onto easements, dry weather 4WD access is adequate once construction activities have
been completed.

3.6

Cost

Economic considerations play a key role in determining whether a project is successful and approved. Site
acquisition costs are a significant component of most projects and need to be minimised where possible.
However, this is in direct contrast with achieving many of the above factors. In practice, site selection and size
is restricted by availability of suitable sites and generally a compromise is required to find an available site with
a size that meets the minimum requirements of all criteria.

3.7

Customer Requirements

In some instances special consideration is needed for customer or stakeholder requirements.

3.8

Environmental Considerations

An environmental assessment and Environmental Management Plan will be developed for new sites at site
selection stage, including a high level assessment to identify potential issues that might subsequently prohibit
the development. Issues to be considered include:
•

The status of existing vegetation in respect of Local Authority, State Government, or Federal
Government constraints.

•

Local water courses and freshwater and marine environments in respect of Local Authority, State
Government, or Federal Government constraints.
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3.9

•

Cultural Heritage as part of site selection to ascertain whether the site has Aboriginal or cultural heritage
significance.

•

Visual amenity requirements may vary significantly depending on the surrounding land use.
residential or urban areas, significant consideration should be given to visual amenity.

•

Noise sensitive receptors should be considered.

•

Contaminated land should be considered.

•

The type of soil on the site, the slope and potential earthworks that may be necessary to level the site
for development, the amount of vegetation, and the potential for storm water runoff.

In

Community Consultation

If the site is integral with or adjacent to a residential community, consideration needs to be given to the form and
extent of consultation that will be needed with that community. As a minimum, the local council must be
consulted to ensure they are supportive of the proposal and that it does not conflict with their planning scheme.
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Appendix A.

Vegetation Management General Arrangement

Figure A-1
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Figure A-2
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Appendix B.

Washdown Standard Design Drawings

Figure B-1
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Figure B-2
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Figure B-3
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Figure B-4
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